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Get Started with the LCE Splunk Client

This document describes the LCE Splunk Client version 4.6 that is available for Tenable Network
Security’s Log Correlation Engine (LCE).

A working knowledge of Splunk, Tenable Security Center, and LCE operation and architecture is
assumed. Familiarity with general log formats from various operating systems, network devices,
and applications, as well as a basic understanding of Linux/Unix, is also assumed.

Overview

LCE unifies vulnerability collection and event analysis data through Tenable Security Center, which
provides easy-to-use dashboards to display multiple data points in a centralized view. Organizations
that choose to send Splunk logs to the LCE have a unique advantage in that Splunk data is nor-
malized by LCE and can be included for automatic anomaly detection, discovering assets, and addi-
tional vulnerability information including botnet and malware detection.

The LCE Splunk Client forwards data that Splunk collects to the LCE server. Once the data reaches
the LCE server, the data is reviewed and normalized so it can be queried in Tenable Security Center.
The scope of this client can vary depending on what data is being forwarded from Splunk to the LCE
Splunk Client.

Caution: The LCE Splunk Client can process a maximum of 500 logs per second. Processing more than 500
logs per second can result in a loss of data. This is an absolute limit and cannot be increased by improving
the system hardware.



Standards and Conventions



Install, Configure, and Remove

This section includes the following instructions for installing, configuring, and removing the Log Cor-
relation Engine Splunk Client. With the exception of downloading the Splunk Client, the following
procedures must be performed on the command line.

l Download the LCE Splunk Client

l Install the Log Correlation Engine Splunk Client

l Configure the Log Correlation Engine Splunk Client

l Remove the Log Correlation Engine Splunk Client



Download an Log Correlation Engine Client

For more information, see LCE Clients.

To download an Log Correlation Engine Client:

1. Access the Tenable Downloads page.

The Tenable Downloads page appears.

2. Click Log Correlation Engine.

3. Select the Log Correlation Engine Client you want to download.

The License Agreement page appears.

4. Review the Software License Agreement. If you agree to the terms, click the I Agree button.

The client package is downloaded.

../../../../../Content/ClientsOverview.htm
https://www.tenable.com/downloads


Install the Log Correlation Engine Splunk Client

To install the LCE Splunk Client:

Note: All shell commands need to be executed by a user with root privileges.

1. Copy the downloaded client package to the host where it will be installed. The Log Correlation
Engine Splunk Client can be installed directly on a Splunk server.

2. Verify the MD5 checksum of the client package against the MD5 checksum found in the
release notes.

Example:

# md5sum lce_splunk-4.6.0-el6.x86_64.rpm
da9f07886a693fb69cba1dbd5c3eba31  lce_splunk-4.6.0-el6.x86_64.rpm

3. To initiate the installation, type the following command:

rpm -ivh <package name>, where <package name> is the name of the client package.

Example:

# rpm -ivh lce_splunk-4.6.0-el6.x86_64.rpm
Preparing... ########################################### [100%]
1:lce_splunk ########################################### [100%]
Checking for existence of TAG file at /etc/tenable_tag ...
Writing TAG to /etc/tenable_tag ...

http://static.tenable.com/prod_docs/upgrade_lce.html


Configure the Log Correlation Engine Splunk Client

Note: All shell commands need to be executed by a user with root privileges.

To configure the Splunk Client, you can execute the set-server-ip.sh script and include the Log Cor-
relation Engine Server IP address and port number as arguments, or execute the script and, when
prompted, enter the IP address and port number individually.

Finally, you will need to authorize the LCE Splunk Client.

To execute the script using arguments:

1. Type /opt/lce_splunk/set-server-ip.sh <IP> <Port>, where <IP> is the IP address of
an Log Correlation Engine Server and <Port> is the port number assigned to the server. By
default, the port number is 31300.

The Log Correlation Engine Server IP address and port number are updated, and the Log Cor-
relation Engine Splunk Client daemon is restarted.

Example:

# /opt/lce_splunk/set-server-ip.sh 192.168.22.11 31300
Updating LCE Server IP from 192.0.2.66 to 192.0.2...
Updating LCE Server Port from 31300 to 31300...
Done
Stopping LCE Splunk Client daemon                               [  OK  ]
Starting LCE Splunk Client daemon                               [  OK  ]

To execute the script without arguments:

1. Type /opt/lce_splunk/set-server-ip.sh

You are prompted to enter the Log Correlation Engine Server IP address or hostname.

2. Type the IP address or hostname of an Log Correlation Engine server.

You are prompted to enter the Log Correlation Engine server port.

3. Type the port number assigned to the server for Log Correlation Engine client com-
munication. By default, the port number is 31300.



The Log Correlation Engine Server IP address and port number are updated, and the Log Cor-
relation Engine Splunk Client daemon is restarted.

Example:

# /opt/lce_splunk/set-server-ip.sh

Enter the new desired LCE server IP or hostname.
>>
192.168.22.11

Enter the new desired LCE server port [31300].
>>
31300
Updating LCE Server IP from 203.0.113.1 to 192.168.22.11...
Updating LCE Server Port from 31300 to 31300...
Done
Stopping LCE Splunk Client daemon                               [  OK  ]
Starting LCE Splunk Client daemon                               [  OK  ]



Remove the Log Correlation Engine Splunk Client

Note: All shell commands need to be executed by a user with root privileges.

To remove the Log Correlation Engine Splunk Client:

1. To query the rpm database to obtain the name of the currently installed package, type rpm -
qa |grep lce_.

Example:

# rpm -qa |grep lce_
lce_splunk-4.6.0-el6.x86_64.rpm

2. Type rpm -e lce_splunk.

The Splunk Client package is removed.

Example:

# rpm -e lce_splunk
warning: /opt/lce_splunk/server_assignment.xml saved as /opt/lce_splunk/server_
assignment.xml.rpmsave

3. Optionally, type rm -rf /opt/lce_splunk/ to remove the Splunk Client install directory.
Configuration and log files will remain unless the directory is removed.

An additional file, /etc/tenable_tag, will be installed with the Splunk Client if it does not already
exist. This file contains a UUID that tracks all events related to the endpoint on which the client is
installed. This file should only be removed if no other Tenable products are in use, and no others will
be installed on the endpoint in the future.



LCE Splunk Client Features

The LCE Splunk Client provides you a way to move data from your Splunk instances into Tenable
Security Center by way of LCE. Tenable Security Center is then used to comprehensively visualize
the data from Splunk.

After the LCE Splunk Client is installed and configured, you configure the Splunk Indexer to forward
data to the LCE Splunk Client. The client then sends that data to the LCE server, which normalizes
it. Finally, that normalized data is sent to Tenable Security Center.



Data Comparison

An example of the data shown in Splunk is shown below. The example shown contains search res-
ults for a Cisco ASA firewall. The exact search used narrowed the results to sourcetype=syslog, and
matched the text string %ASA.

The same type of log information is available in Tenable Security Center. When a user logs into Ten-
able Security Center, there can be multiple dashboards available that display pertinent information
for that user. It is possible to set a specific collection of dashboards as the default view in Tenable
Security Center. Examples of dashboards that can be created for events that are collected by the
LCE Splunk client.

The Splunk Events dashboard in the previous example contains a component named Normal-
izedEvent Types Collected by Splunk. Click beside that component to view all the information

available.

The NormalizedEvent Types Collected by Splunk component on the Splunk Events dashboard
includes the Cisco ASA Firewall events and all event types in a normalized format that is easy to
interpret. There are several views that you can select on the Event Analysis page that can be dis-
played by selecting Normalized Event Summary. A view similar to that in Splunk can be seen by
clicking the Raw Syslog Events link.



It is also possible to filter the Normalized Event Summary along with any other summary view by
clicking at the top left of the window. The text string %ASA used in the Splunk search could be

typed in the Syslog Text box.



Configure Splunk

This section describes the steps necessary to receive data from Splunk with the LCE Splunk Client.

l Configure the Splunk Indexer to forward data to the LCE Splunk Client.

l Configure and assign the client policy for the LCE Splunk Client.



Configure Splunk to Forward Data

The following procedure is performed on the Splunk Indexer that you want to forward data to the
LCE Splunk Client.

To configure the Splunk Client to Forward Data:

1. Access Splunk Web as a user with Administrator privileges.

2. At the top of the Splunk Web interface, click Settings, and then click Forwarding and receiv-
ing.

The Forwarding and receiving page appears.

3. In the Configure forwarding row, in the Actions column, click the Add new link.

The Add new page appears.

4. In the Host box, type the IP address of the LCE Splunk Client host, and then click the Save but-
ton.

The IP address is saved. On the Splunk Web interface, the IP address appears on the Forward
data page.

5. Access the Splunk Indexer as the root user.

6. Edit the outputs.conf file, usually located at /opt/splunk/etc/system/local/outputs.conf. The
lines you must add appear in bold.

[tcpout]
defaultGroup = default
disabled = 0
indexAndForward = 1
[tcpout-server://LCE_IP_OR_Hostname:9800]
[tcpout:default]
disabled = 0
server = LCE_IP_OR_Hostname:9800
sendCookedData = false

7. Save the file, and then restart the Splunk services.

Data will now be forwarded to the LCE Splunk Client.

http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/latest/Installation/StartSplunkforthefirsttime
http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.3.3/Admin/WhatsSplunkWeb
http://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/6.3.3/Admin/WhatsSplunkWeb


Configure the Splunk Client Policy

Using the Client Policy Builder, you can create and modify policies for your LCE Splunk Client. The
following steps are performed via the web interface on the LCE server that you configured your LCE
Splunk Client to communicate with.

Caution: The LCE Splunk Client can process a maximum of 500 logs per second. Processing more than 500
logs per second can result in a loss of data. This is an absolute limit and cannot be increased by improving
the system hardware.

To configure the Splunk Client:

1. Using the Client Policy Builder, create a policy for your LCE Splunk Client. This documentation
includes a list of valid configuration items for the client policy.

Note: The LCE Splunk Client policy requires at least one IP address for a Splunk server. If no IP
addresses are provided, the client will not open the Listen port.

In order for the Splunk Client to function, you will need to edit the Client policy, include the
required syntax noted below, and specify your Splunk server.

XML Example:

<splunk-server>192.0.2.10</splunk-server>

2. Assign the policy to the LCE Splunk Client.



Additional Resources

This section contains the following additional resources:

l Authorize an LCE Client

l Assign a Policy to an LCE Client

l Client Policy Builder

l Splunk Client Policy Configuration Items



Authorize an LCE Client

In order for an LCE client to communicate with an LCE server, it must first be authorized. LCE cli-
ents that have requested authorization appear in the client table.

Note: Client authorization is completed in the web-based LCE Interface on the Clients page.

To authorize a client to communicate with an LCE server:

1. Log in to Log Correlation Engine via the user interface.

2. In the top navigation bar, click Clients.

The Clients page appears, displaying the client table.

3. In the client table, in the rows corresponding to the LCE clients that you want to authorize,
select the check boxes.

Tip: You can use filters or sort by the Authorized column to quickly find LCE clients that need to be
authorized.

4. Above the client table, in the upper-left corner, click the Actions button, and then click Author-
ize.

The Authorize dialog box appears.

5. Review the list of LCE clients that will be authorized, and then click the Authorize button.

The LCE clients are authorized and will immediately send a heartbeat.



Assign a Policy to an LCE Client

In addition to using Tenable Security Center and the Policies page, you can assign policies to LCE
clients via the Clients page.

To assign a policy to a client:

1. Log in to Log Correlation Engine via the user interface.

2. In the top navigation bar, click Clients.

The Clients page appears, displaying the client table.

3. In the client table, in the row corresponding to the LCE client that you want to assign a policy,
select the check box.

Note: You can assign a policy to multiple LCE clients by selecting the corresponding check boxes.
The selected LCE clients must be the same client type, and support the same operating system. The
selected clients will be assigned the same policy.

4. Above the client table, in the upper-left corner, click the Actions button, and then click
Change Policy.

The Change policy dialog box appears.

5. In the Assign the following policy list, select the policy that you want to assign to the LCE cli-
ent.

6. Review the LCE client that will have a new policy, and then click the Change policy button.

The specified policy is assigned to the LCE client.



Client Policy Builder

The Client Policy Builder is a tool for creating and editing policies directly in the LCE interface. The
Builder can be used to create a policy for any supported combination of LCE client and operating
system, and will not allow invalid combinations, preventing you from inadvertently creating an
invalid policy. Additionally, if upgrading from a previous version of LCE, the Builder can be used to
modify any existing policies and will alert you if an existing policy that you modify is invalid.

The Builder is divided into the title bar and the Basic and Advanced panes.

In the Basic pane:

You can add or remove configuration items and specify valid values for those items. All values that
you enter for configuration items are validated. If an invalid value is entered, the Builder warns you
and prevents the invalid policy from being saved. As you modify the configuration items in the Basic
pane, the XML source code in the Advanced pane will be updated to reflect the new values. In the
Basic pane, if a check box is empty, the value for that configuration item will be set to false in the
Advanced pane.

In the Advanced pane:



You can modify the XML directly. As with the values in the Basic pane, all changes made to the XML
are validated, including but not limited to values for the configuration items, element tags, and the
file header. You are also alerted if you attempt to add configuration items that do not correspond to
the policy type. When changes are made to values in the XML, the Basic pane is updated to reflect
the new values.

Note: It is recommended that only advanced users utilize the Advanced pane.

Primarily, the Builder will be used to:

l Create a Client Policy

l Edit an Existing Client Policy

l Clone an Existing Client Policy



Create a Client Policy with the Client Policy Builder

To create a client policy with the client policy builder:

1. Log in to Log Correlation Engine via the user interface.

2. In the top navigation bar, click Policies.

The Policies page appears, displaying the policy table.

3. In the upper-left corner of the policy table, click the Add policy button.

The Client Policy Builder window appears, displaying the Create section.



4. In the OS list, select the operating system of the host for which you want to create a policy.

The Client list is filtered automatically to display only LCE clients that are supported on the
select operating system. For example, if you selectWindows, the Client list will be limited to
just Tenable Client, the only supported LCE client for Windows.

5. In the Client list, select the client for which you want to create a policy, and then click the
Start Editing button.

The Client Policy Builder appears. At the top of the Builder, the title bar displays the name of
the default policy corresponding to the operating system and LCE client that you selected. A
complete list of configuration items that are valid for the type of policy appear in the Basic
pane. XML source code with corresponding values appears in the Advanced pane.

Note: The list of configuration items in the Basic pane includes items that do not yet have a con-
figured value. If the configuration item normally accepts a value, No value defined will be displayed.
In the case of a group, that group will not contain any items.

6. Using the Basic or Advanced panes, modify values for each configuration item.

Tip: In the Basic pane, to modify a configuration item that uses a list of values (e. g.,
), click to add items and to remove items from the list. Additionally, to

expand and collapse the lists, click and , respectively. If configuration items are visible in the
Advanced pane but not in the Basic pane, it is likely that the parent configuration item is currently
collapsed.



As you configure the policy, the Builder will validate the configuration items, and alert you if
any invalid configuration is found.

7. Click the Save as button.

The Save file as dialog box appears.

8. In the Filename box, type a name for the policy. A valid file name cannot include the phrase
default or TNS as a prefix, and cannot include spaces or underscores. Do not include a file
extension. The operating system, client, and file extension will be appended to the name when
the policy is saved.

For example, if you are saving a policy for the LCE Tenable Network Monitor that supports Red
Hat Enterprise Linux, and you type corpnet as the name, the policy will be saved with the fol-
lowing complete name: corpnet_rhel_networkmonitor.lcp.

Note: The policy name can be a maximum of 50 characters.

9. Click OK.

Log Correlation Engine saves your configuration.

A notification appears, confirming that the policy was saved successfully. The Save button is
enabled. You can continue to modify the policy and save those changes.

10. At the top of the Builder, in the title bar, click the Quit button.

The Policies page appears, displaying a list of default and existing policies.



Edit a Client Policy with the Client Policy Builder

To edit a client policy with the client policy builder:

1. Log in to Log Correlation Engine via the user interface.

2. In the top navigation bar, click Policies.

The Policies page appears, displaying the policy table.



3. In the row corresponding to the policy you want to edit, in the Actions column, click the Edit
button.

The Client Policy Builder appears. At the top of the Builder, the title bar displays the name of
the policy that you selected. A complete list of configuration items that are valid for the type
of policy appear in the Basic pane. XML source code with corresponding values appears in the
Advanced pane.

Caution: If comments are present in an existing policy, those comments will be removed. Comments
will not be saved with the policy.

4. Using the Basic or Advanced panes, modify values for each configuration item.

Tip: In the Basic pane, to modify a configuration item that uses a list of values (e. g.,
), click to add items and to remove items from the list. Additionally, to

expand and collapse the lists, click and , respectively. If configuration items are visible in the
Advanced pane, but not in the Basic pane, it is likely that the parent configuration item is currently
collapsed.

As you configure the policy, the Builder will validate the configuration items, and alert you if
any invalid configuration is found.

5. If you want to keep the existing file name, click the Save button, and then proceed to step 7 of
this procedure. Otherwise, click the Save as button.

The Save file as dialog box appears.

6. In the Filename box, type a name for the policy. Do not include a file extension. The operating
system, client, and file extension will be appended to the name when the policy is saved.

For example, if you are saving a policy for the LCE Tenable Network Monitor that supports Red
Hat Enterprise Linux, and you type corpnet as the name, the policy will be saved with the fol-
lowing complete name: corpnet_rhel_networkmonitor.lcp.

7. Click OK.

Log Correlation Engine saves your configuration.

A notification appears, confirming that the policy was saved successfully.

8. At the top of the Builder, in the title bar, click the Quit button.



The Policies page appears, displaying a list of default and existing policies. To confirm that
the policy you modified was saved, in the upper-right corner of the list of policies, in the
Search box, type the name of the policy you created, and then check the value in the Last
modified on column.



Clone a Client Policy with the Client Policy Builder

To clone a client policy with the client policy builder:

1. Log in to Log Correlation Engine via the user interface.

2. In the top navigation bar, click Policies.

The Policies page appears, displaying the policy table.



3. In the row corresponding to the policy you want to clone, in the Actions column, click the
Clone button.

-or-

a. In the upper-left corner of the policy table, click the Add policy button.

The Client Policy Builder window appears, displaying the Create section.

b. Click the Clone tab.

The Clone section appears.

c. In the Policy list, select the policy that you want to clone, and then click the Start Edit-
ing button.

The Client Policy Builder appears. At the top of the Builder, the title bar displays the name of
the policy that you selected. A complete list of configuration items that are valid for the type



of policy appear in the Basic pane. XML source code with corresponding values appears in the
Advanced pane.

4. Using the Basic or Advanced panes, modify values for each configuration item.

Tip: In the Basic pane, to modify a configuration item that uses a list of values (e. g.,
), click to add items and to remove items from the list. Additionally, to

expand and collapse the lists, click and , respectively. If configuration items are visible in the
Advanced pane, but not in the Basic pane, it is likely that the parent configuration item is currently
collapsed.

As you configure the policy, the Builder will validate the configuration items and alert you if
any invalid configuration is found.

5. Click the Save as button.

The Save file as dialog box appears.

6. In the Filename box, type a name for the policy. Do not include a file extension. The operating
system, client, and file extension will be appended to the name when the policy is saved.

For example, if you are saving a policy for the LCE Tenable Network Monitor that supports Red
Hat Enterprise Linux, and you type corpnet as the name, the policy will be saved with the fol-
lowing complete name: corpnet_rhel_networkmonitor.lcp.

7. Click OK.

Log Correlation Engine saves your configuration.

A notification appears, confirming that the policy was saved successfully. The Save button is
enabled. You can continue to modify the policy and save those changes.

8. At the top of the Builder, in the title bar, click the Quit button.

The Policies page appears, displaying a list of default and existing policies.



Splunk Client Policy Configuration Items

In the Client Policy Builder, the following configuration items appear for the LCE Splunk Client.

The following table lists the configuration items that are valid for the LCE Splunk Client, and
provides a brief description of each.

Configuration
Item

Description Valid Values

Splunk server The IP addresses of one or more Splunk servers
that are sending data to the LCE Splunk Client.

Note: The LCE Splunk Client requires at least one
IP address to be entered in order to receive data. If
no Splunk servers are added, the LCE Splunk Client
will not open the Listen port.

In order for the Splunk Client to function, you will
need to edit the Client policy, include the required
syntax noted below, and specify your Splunk
server.

XML Example:

<splunk-server>192.0.2.10</splunk-server>

One IP address per
entry.

Listen port The port to which the Splunk servers are sending
data.

XML Example:

<listen-port>8000</listen-port>

An integer from 1024
to 65535. Privileged
ports (lower than
1024) are not valid
for this con-
figuration item.

Syslog server The IP address or hostname and port number of
the syslog server that you want the LCE Splunk
Client to forward events to in addition to the LCE
server.

XML Examples:

<IP or
Hostname>:<Port
Number>, where

l <IP or Host-



Configuration
Item

Description Valid Values

<syslog-server>192.0.2.10:8000</syslog-
server>

<syslog-server>corpnet8557:8000</syslog-
server>

name> is an IP
address, or a
hostname that
is a maximum
length of 46
characters.

l <Port Num-
ber> is an
integer from 1
to 65535.

Delimiter The custom delimiters that you want to apply to
parse events in Splunk logs. You can include mul-
tiple Delimiter entries in your policy.

Note: By default, the policy includes the delimiter
for Windows multiline logs. This delimiter is not
required by the policy.

XML Example:

<delimiters>
<delimiter>

<start>\d{1,2}/\d{2}/\d{4} \d
{2}:\d{2}:\d{2} (A|P)M</start>
        <end>[^\r]\n</end>
    </delimiter>
</delimiters>

See Delimiters

Log directory Directory containing files, named according to the
date, that contain LCE Splunk Client log mes-
sages.

XML Example:

A path to an existing
directory.



Configuration
Item

Description Valid Values

<log-directory></log-directory>

Client heartbeat
frequency

Caution: This configuration item is deprecated for
versions 4.6 and later of the LCE Splunk Client. Cli-
ent heartbeat period should be used instead.

XML Example:

<heartbeat-frequency>600</heartbeat-
frequency>

No valid values.

Client heartbeat
period

The number of seconds between each client
heartbeat message to the LCE server. If not used
or set to 0, the client will not send heartbeats.

XML Example:

<heartbeat-period>600</heartbeat-period>

An integer.

Client statistics
frequency

Caution: This configuration item is deprecated for
versions 4.6 and later of the LCE Splunk Client. Cli-
ent statistics period should be used instead.

XML Example:

<statistics-frequency>60</statistics-
frequency>

No valid values.

Client statistics
period

The number of minutes between each client host
performance statistics report (CPU, Disk Space,
and Physical Memory) to the LCE server. If not
used or set to 0, client statistics will not be sent.

XML Example:

An integer.



Configuration
Item

Description Valid Values

<statistics-period>60</statistics-period>

Compress events Whether client will compress log data prior to
sending it to the LCE server in order to save band-
width. Recommended except when debugging. If
set to 0, events will not be compressed.

XML Example:

<compress-events>1</compress-events>

0 (off) or 1 (on)

Compression
level

Compression level to use when compressing
events for transmission across network using zlib,
set on a scale from 1 to 9. 1 provides the least
amount of compression, resulting in minimum
CPU usage and minimum bandwidth savings; 9
maximizes compression, resulting in increased
CPU usage and maximum bandwidth savings.
Ignored unless compression is enabled.

XML Example:

<compression-level>5</compression-level>

An integer from 1 to
9.

Minimum com-
pression ratio

Defines the minimum acceptable savings ratio for
event data being transmitted across the network,
in terms of (bytes total) / (bytes compressed). If
the client determines a savings ratio of less than
this value, then event data will not be com-
pressed before sending. This reduces the effort
on the LCE Server decompressing event data
when compression benefits are minimal. Ignored
unless compression is enabled.

A decimal number.



Configuration
Item

Description Valid Values

XML Example:

<minimum-compression-ratio>1.5</minimum-
compression-ratio>

Minimum com-
pression input
size

The minimum number of bytes a packet must
have to be compressed. Ignored unless com-
pression is enabled.

XML Example:

<minimum-compression-input-
size>2048</minimum-compression-input-size>

An integer greater
than 0.

Debug level Controls the debugging information that is
logged.

XML Example:

<debug-level>NONE</debug-level>

One of the following
values:

l NONE

l VERBOSE

l INFO

l WARN

l ERROR

Event queue
timeout

Maximum number of seconds between event mes-
sages the client sends to the LCE server.

XML Example:

<event-queue-timeout>30</event-queue-
timeout>

An integer greater
than 0.

Local IP net If a host has multiple network connections, allows
you to specify which network to use. If not set or

A CIDR.



Configuration
Item

Description Valid Values

if the CIDR does not match any networks, the cli-
ent will use the first network connection detec-
ted.

XML Example:

<local-ip-net>192.0.2.0/8</local-ip-net>

Event file Path to file for receiving events. Relative paths
are interpreted to start at the client's installation
directory.

XML Example:

<write-events-to-file></write-events-to-
file>

A path to an existing
file.

Write events to
standard output

Whether to write events to standard output
(stdout). Any event picked up by the LCE Splunk
Client will have the raw log printed to the stdout
of the client, the default being a terminal session,
before the client sends it to the LCE server to be
processed. This configuration item is useful for
debugging and troubleshooting.

XML Example:

<write-events-to-stdout>0</write-events-
to-stdout>

0 (off) or 1 (on)



Delimiters

Depending on the needs of your organization and the types of logs coming from your Splunk server,
you may want to implement custom delimiters in the client policy for your LCE Splunk Client.

By default, the LCE Splunk Client parses each line in a log as an event. Because not all logs captures
events on a single line, delimiters can be implemented that allow the LCE Splunk Client to capture
multiple lines and parse them as a single event. If a log had more than one event stored on a single
line, you can implement delimiters that allow the LCE Splunk Client to parse multiple events from a
single line.

Caution: Delimiters should only be implemented by advanced users with an understanding of ECMA regular
expression grammar.

The LCE Splunk Client policy can include zero or more delimiters. Delimiters are not required. In the
case that delimiters are included in the policy but do not match in a log, the LCE Splunk Client uses
the default behavior of parsing each line in a log as an event.

Because logs from Splunk may come from many different sources, you can include multiple delim-
iters in your LCE Splunk Client policy to account for the different methods of logging.

There are several considerations when implementing client policy delimiters:

l In the client policy, delimiters consist of Start and End expressions. The Start and End expres-
sions are used to identify the starting and ending strings of the events you want to capture.

For example, the default Start expression that appears in the policy is \d{1,2}/\d{2}/\d{4}
\d{2}:\d{2}:\d{2} (A|P)M, which will match an event that starts with a value such as
06/15/2016 05:23:06 AM. The End expression is [^\r]\n, which matches a newline that is not
preceded by a carriage return. This delimiter allows the LCE Splunk Client to capture multiple-
line events from Windows logs.

l Delimiters should be entered in order of priority. In the client policy, delimiters will be tested
in the order they appear. If a delimiter is found to be valid for a log (i. e., the Start expression
matches), no subsequent delimiters will be applied. Only one delimiter will be applied to a log.

l Delimiters must be entered using ECMA regular expression grammar.



l If a delimiter is used and more than 50,000 bytes of data follows before the End expression is
found, the incomplete result will be sent to the LCE server, and the LCE Splunk Client will con-
tinue with the next log.

l After an event is captured, if it contains carriage returns or line feeds, they will be converted
to spaces.
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